
EVOLUTION:
WHY DOES IT MATTER?

What did evolution 
ever do for me?
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…quite a simple idea
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But evolution is a controversial subject…

it shouldn’t be…
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Why should you (want to) learn about evolution?

2. It’s interesting

3. It’s important

1. It’s true - we have evidence!
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Why is evolution interesting?

The famous biologist Theo Dobzhansky (1900-1975) once said:

"Nothing in Biology Makes Sense Except in the Light of Evolution“

All life is the product of evolution
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The famous biologist Theo Dobzhansky (1900-1975) once said:

"Nothing in Biology Makes Sense Except in the Light of Evolution“

All life is the product of evolution.
That includes everything you learn about in biology class!
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EVOLUTION: WHY DOES IT MATTER?
Why is evolution interesting?

The famous biologist Theo Dobzhansky (1900-1975) once said:

"Nothing in Biology Makes Sense Except in the Light of Evolution“

All life is the product of evolution.
That includes everything you learn about in biology class!
And can explain lots of other things….

why teams in red are 
Why men have nipples...        often successful…                           where we came from…
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Why is evolution important?

We live in a changing world:

• can life keep up with the pace?
• what species are under threat?
• how can we conserve biodiversity?

will our crops be ok??
are GM foods so bad?
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Why is evolution important?

HELP! EVERYTHING’S DISEASED!

• how do animal diseases spread?
• why are they so deadly?
• how can they be stopped?

• how and when do they jump to  
humans?
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Why is evolution important?

HELP! I AM DISEASED!

• how do you hit a moving target?
- flu, HIV, cancer

• how do we deal with antibiotic 
resistance?
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For example Influenza (aka. the flu)

• caused by a virus
• spread around the world in seasonal epidemics
• kill >100,000 people each year
• pandemics occur when a new strain spreads – can kill millions
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For example Influenza (aka. the flu)

• caused by a virus
• spread around the world in seasonal epidemics
• kill >100,000 people each year
• pandemics occur when a new strain spreads – can kill millions

A vaccine is available, but because the virus evolves so quickly a new vaccine must be 
chosen before each epidemic begins.

The World Health Organisation (WHO) is responsible for choosing the best vaccine.
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EVOLUTION IN ACTION:

• biologists collect information about the virus year round from 
all over the world

• they have developed away to map the characteristics of 
the flu virus in 2D

• they call it an Antigenic Map

• they use it to visualise the virus’ evolution

• and help to predict the evolutionary direction of the virus to 
choose the most effective vaccine



www.christs.cam.ac.uk/darwin200

For more examples and further information visit:

EVOLUTION
CONCLUSIONS:

• Evolution is the key process to have shaped life

• Understanding evolution helps us understand the living world 

• Evolution has important practical uses in conservation, managing food 
resources & coping with climate change

•Evolution has important practical uses in medicine
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